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Problem
Statement

The energy consumption of the STP is a
critical operational metric that directly
impacts our operational costs and
environmental footprint.

- Gain insights into the factors affecting
energy consumption.
- Implement energy-saving strategies based
on real-time predictions.
- Reduce operational costs and minimize
environmental impact.



Literature Survey



Paper 1: Prediction of energy consumption and evaluation of affecting

factors in a full-scale WWTP using a machine learning approach 

Fig: Methodology 
(B. Faramarz et al.,)(

East Melbourne WWTP (2014-19) 
+

Weather station data 

   Findings:

Positive correlation of energy consumption and weather data1.

TN, BOD, ammonia, daily temperature, humidity, and influent

flow had the highest impact on the EC in Melbourne east WWTP.

2.

GBM algorithm revealed the best performance for prediction

among other algorithms showing its prediction power in nonlinear

irregular patterns

3.



OTHER
STUDIES 

Paper 2: Review Paper on similar studies



Gap identified through
literature survey:

Limited Indian Energy
consumption prediction
studies



Features/Dataset
Preprocessing



All data was present in undigtized physical registers, thus
required extensive manual and image to table extractor
programs

Use of an API to get relevant hour by hour weather data

Since all data was incremental, data was subjected to a
difference operation with the value underneath it(on
the spreadsheet)

Removal of factually wrong data

Preprocessing



Preprocessing



Preprocessing



Features
Date(index)
Hourly time 
Filters/pumps: Sewage feed pump,
Sludge recycling pump, Dosing pump,
Filter feed pump, air blower
Inlet flow meter reading
Outlet flow meter reading
Energy meter reading
Derived Features- Consumed Energy,
Volume of inlet/outlet flow



Sewage Feed Pump: designed to move sewage from
one location to another within a sewage system

Sludge Recycling Pump: used to circulate or
transfer sludge—a semi-solid byproduct of
wastewater treatment—within a treatment system

Dosing Pump: delivers precise amounts of fluids,
such as chemicals or additives, into a system at
specific intervals or rates.

Filter Feed Pump: supplies liquid to a filtration
system, ensuring a consistent flow of fluid through
the filters to separate contaminants or particles
from the liquid.

Features



Dataset 

Columns/Features: 15 
Datapoints/Rows: 1416



Methodology



Add a subheading
Fig: ML Methodology - different algorithms
evaluated for finding algorithm with best

performance 



Metrics



MSE - Mean Squared Error

RMSE- Root Mean Squared Error

R2- Coefficient of Determination: 

Error Metrics



ANN

Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) are a type of machine
learning model inspired by the
structure and function of the
human brain. Composed of
interconnected nodes (neurons)
organized into layers, ANNs
excel in learning complex
patterns and relationships
within data.

Regression

Linear regression is a
foundational statistical method
used for modeling the
relationship between a
dependent variable and one or
more independent variables.
Its primary goal is to
understand and predict the
behavior of the dependent
variable based on the
independent variables



LASSO Regression

LASSO (Least Absolute
Shrinkage and Selection
Operator) Regression is a
regularization technique
used in linear regression
analysis. It's employed for
feature selection and
regularization by penalizing
the absolute size of the
regression coefficients.

Random Forest

Random Forest is a popular
machine learning algorithm
used for both classification
and regression tasks. It's an
ensemble learning method
based on the concept of
decision trees, where
multiple trees are built and
aggregated to make
predictions.

LSTM

LSTM, short for Long Short-
Term Memory, is a type of
recurrent neural network
(RNN) architecture designed
to address the limitations of
traditional RNNs in capturing
and learning long-range
dependencies in sequential
data





LSTM



Deployability?
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